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Shoot pictures and have fun with Catch N Shoot - Bugs Life on iOS
Published on 01/30/14
California based Fierro Studios LLC has announced the recent release of Catch N Shoot Bugs Life 1.0, their new game for iOS devices. A wildly entertaining new mobile game
experience, Catch N Shoot challenges users to to take pictures of insects. To make things
more fun and more difficult for gamers each level will have 1 or more bugs for players to
catch. In order to win players have to shoot fast and make less number of shoots to get
the higher score.
Los Angeles, California - Fierro Studios LLC, an innovative mobile game developer, has
today announced the recent release of Catch N Shoot - Bugs Life 1.0 for the iPhone, iPad,
and iPod touch devices. Created for pure entertainment, this mobile shooter puts players
into the shoes of a sharp shooting photographer challenges users to take pictures of
insects. To make things more fun and more difficult for gamers each level will have 1 or
more bugs for players to catch. In order to win players have to shoot fast and make less
number of shoots to get the higher score. Catch N Shoot - Bugs Life 1.0 is currently
available on the Apple App Store in the Games category for only $0.99 (USD).
This exhilarating new mobile game takes proven gameplay elements and blends them with a
whimsical catch and shoot theme, a unique action, and crazy new scenarios. The game is
simple yet deceptively engaging and addicting. The main goal of the player is to catch and
shoot a picture of the insect with your camera with the less number of shoots to get more
points. To make things more interesting player's time is limited, meaning that player has
to make every shot count and mind their time as well. App offers a wide range of various
insects like butterflies, dragonflies, cicadas, bees, wasps and more. Catch N Shoot - Bugs
Life features extremely helpful how to guide for new players, beautiful environments, and
3 difficulty levels: easy, normal and hard.
Catch N Shoot - Bugs Life prides itself no both its innovative gameplay dynamics as well
as it's family friendly nature. The app's user interface is extremely straight forward and
the game's aiming controls are at once intuitive and responsive. Gamers can adjust the
camera shooting button left/right, and enable vibration when you get sting if your device
supports this feature. Catch N Shoot - Bugs Life was created for users to have a mobile
resource that would not only entertain them but also give them an avenue through which
they could enlarge their knowledge about bugs. Utilizing well thought out game levels
together with vibrant dynamic animations and graphics, Catch N Shoot - Bugs Life was able
to achieve just that.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* This app is optimized for iPhone 5
* 22.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Catch N Shoot - Bugs Life 1.0 is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies)
and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games category.
Fierro Studios:
http://www.fierrostudios.com/
Catch N Shoot - Bugs Life 1.0:
http://www.fierrostudios.com/games.html
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Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/catch-n-shoot-bugs-life/id803740915
Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple6/v4/61/ac/ca/61acca2b-1dcc-639c-53b6-6a0a57f92fe8/scr
een568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple6/v4/cc/a3/30/cca33081-cfd6-59cdeb0a-10b659065710/mzl.pgwcwdqg.175x175-75.jpg

Fierro Studios is an innovative mobile game development studio created by committed app
enthusiasts. The organization is committed to synthesize their collective experiences as
app consumers together with sound mobile development expertise to provide the mobile
marketplace with games uniquely tailored to satisfy the needs and wants of real world
customers. (C) Fierro Studios LLC 2014. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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